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 PRODUCT TECHNICAL DATA 

SHEET 

 
Description: - Additive formulated based on inorganic copolymers in water dispersion; it allows for 

faster hardening at low temperatures of the Elastiflex / Elastiflex Plus / Elastiflex Top 
bituminous acrylic liquid membrane.  

 
Advantages: - Reduces hardening times in winter (for temperatures < +10 °C). 
 - Increases resistance to washout in case of rain in the first hours after application. 
  
 - Use only mixed with the product Elastiflex / Elastiflex Plus /Elastiflex Top. 
    
 

 - Thoroughly mix the product by hand with the entire package only at the time of use. 
The mixed product must then be used within 1 hour. 

 - Use only one bottle per package of Elastiflex / Elastiflex Plus liquid sheath. 
 
Warnings: - For application, follow all the instructions and warnings given in the Elastiflex / 

Elastiflex Plus /Elastiflex Top technical sheet. 
 - Store in tightly sealed bottles. 
 - For further information, request the safety data sheet. 
 
Packaging:   Impre-Velox is supplied in pre-dosed quantities. 
                         100 g bottles for 10 kg packages of Elastiflex / Elastiflex Plus /Elastiflex Top. 
                         200 g bottles for 20 kg packages of Elastiflex / Elastiflex Plus / Elastiflex Top. 
 
 
Technical data: 
 

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

Appearance  Liquid 

Colour  Blue 

Shelf life in closed original packaging  24 months 

Density (at 20 °C) EN ISO 2811-1 (1.35-1.38) kg/L 

 

 
 
The advice and technical information provided represent HA ITALIA S.p.A.'s best knowledge of product properties and use. Considering the different situations of use 

of the products and factors beyond our control (media, working conditions, failure to comply with instructions), we cannot be held responsible for the results obtained. 
Before using the product, anyone who intends to make use of it is required to determine whether it is suitable for the intended use and assumes full liability for 

whatever may arise from its use. 
HA Italia disclaims any and all liability arising from failure to observe the warnings mentioned in this data sheet and failure to comply with the 
requirements set out in the safety data sheet. 
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